S93	PUNCTUATION
that the true stops are strictly unnecessary; but if the full stop
(which alone can here be in question) is used in deference to
universal custom, it should be before the quotation-mark.
(b) when a stop is necessary to divide the first fragment
of an interrupted quotation from the second.
 2.	Words that interrupt quotations should never be allowed
stops to part them from the quotation.
 3.	The tone symbols should be placed before or after the
second quotation-mark according as they belong to the quota-
tion or to the containing sentence.   If both quotation and
containing sentence need a tone symbol, both should be used,
with the quotation-mark between them.
The bracketed numbers before the examples repeat the
numbers of the rules.
(1)	Views advocated by Dr Whately in his well-known 'Essays5;
It is enough for us to reflect that 'Such shortlived wits do wither as
they grow'.
We hear that 'whom the gods love die young', and thenceforth we
collect the cases that illustrate it.
(i a) 'You are breaking the rules.'  'Well, the rules arc silly.*
(i b) 'Certainly not;* he exclaimed fl would have died rather'.
 (2)	'I cannot guess5 he retorted 'what you mean'.
 (3)	But 'why drag in Velasquez?'
But what is the use of saying 'Call no man happy till he dies'?
Is the question 'Where was he?' or 'What was he doing?'?
How absurd to ask 'Can a thing both be and not be?'!
If indignation is excited by the last two monstrosities, we can
only say what has been implied many other times in this
book, that the right substitute for correct ugliness is not
incorrect prettiness, but correct prettiness. There is never
any difficulty in rewriting sentences like these. (Is the question
where he was, £c.?) ('Can a thing both be and not be?' The
question is absurd.) But it should be recognized that, if such
sentences are to be written, there is only one way to punctuate
them.
It may be of interest to show how these sentences stand in
the books, ist sentence ('Essays;'); 2nd (grow.'); 3rd (young/);

